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Last week I got four diff erent cases from 
women. Although all four women were 
cyber ignorant, still cyber crimes were 
committed with all four of them. The 
new trend, which I am observing is even 
illiterate women are falling prey to cyber 
crimes. Another disturbing factor - which 
bugs me - is the alarming rate of divorce 
in the country, which is also fuelled by 
some of the cyber crimes committed on 
women. Looking at various cyber crimes 
on women that I am handling currently, 
thought of penning down this article for 
awareness of new cyber crimes against 
women occurred.

Many chat-based friends or 
Facebook-hooked buddies today enjoy 
teasing their lady friends by using words 
such as “awesome body”, “sexy”, and 
“attractive” etc., which are actually the 
beginning of obscenity. They slowly take 
their female friends into confi dence and 
start discussing about their own problems 
like a true homey friend. The emotionally 
oppressed or family-wise depressed 
Indian woman is a soft target. These guys 
then turn their successful Net-based 
friendship into a strong bond and gradually 
proceed to send obscene or derogatory 
remarks and send lascivious talks. It is 
also seen that if the recipient shies away, 
the sender of such messages would 
become more encouraged to continue 
further. The problem would be arrested or 
solved only if the victimized lady reports 
back immediately or warns the abuser for 
advances he makes and reminds about 
strong legal actions she can take which are 
available to her under the law.

Cyberstalking and Domestic 
Violence Victims
Domestic violence victims are one of the 
most vulnerable groups to traditional 
stalking. So it’s no surprise they are 
vulnerable to cyberstalking as well. It’s 
a myth that if women “just leave” they 
will be okay. Cyberstalking is a way to 
continue to maintain rigid control and 
instill fear into a domestic partner, even 
when she has already left the relationship. 
The fact is India has crossed the danger 
mark in cyber crimes targeting women 
and children. Statistics show, and law 
enforcers confi rm, that the majority of 

cyber crimes are related to obscenity. 
Mumbai tops the list in these crimes, 
followed by Delhi. It is believed that about 
75% of all cyber crimes are targeted at 
women, adolescents, and children.

A study conducted on 72 women by 
Megha Desai and K Jaishankar[1] states 
that 12.5% of the respondents had intimate 
relationship with their cyber stalker before 
the stalking started.  According to the 
research, 62.5% cases of harassment 
started through emails and online chats.

Making and Circulating MMS of 
Women
In the latest crime against women, a 
teenage girl was abducted in broad 
daylight and was molested inside the 
car by three miscreants. The trio also 
made MMS of the girl to blackmail her. 
The incident took place, when the victim 
was on the way to her coaching class. 
Abductors pushed the girl inside a white 
Maruti car and started molesting her. They 
also tortured her with cigarette burns. The 
accused threatened the girl to circulate 
the MMS if she discussed the incident 
with anyone. 

In a separate incident in West 
Bengal, Jesmina Bibi, 28 (a resident of 
Bakdanga in Domkal and a mother of two) 
hanged herself after some local youths 
morphed some obscene photos of her and 
circulated them through MMS. She could 
not bear the humiliation and jeering by her 
neighbors and killed herself.

Cyber Money Laundering
Avanti had been living alone in Mumbai for 
almost 7 years, with no social life or 'real' 
friends. Meeting Mickey online seemed a 
welcome twist to her otherwise stodgy life. 
What looked like a prospective marriage 
proposal, turned out to be a nightmare. 
Eight months on, Mickey sent her a 
message stating that he is in dire need of 
funds and sought fi nancial assistance. 
Ignorant of the fraud, and madly in love, 
Avanti kept sending money to Mickey, till 
one day she realized that her newfound 
'friend' had detached all ties with her. Like 
many women, Avanti was a victim of cyber 
money laundering - a form of cyber crime.

My friend doctor observes that cyber 
crime cases coming to him have increased 

manifold in recent years. Some cite 
recession and loneliness as culprits. He sees 
at least 25-30 such cases every month, 
with many female students living away 
from family and working for long hours, 
computers become their trusted pal.

In general, computer is a resort for 
an idle woman. Since the impersonator 
isn't in public, they feel anonymity works 
to their advantage and that they are safe. 
If they succeed in their fi rst attempt, they 
are immediately hooked on to it… there's no 
looking back for them and soon it becomes 
an addiction, then virtual connects are more 
closer than physical people.

Do’s and Don'ts 
•  Don’t ever put too much personal 

details on Facebook, Google+, 
LinkedIn, or other social networking 
as it might get misused.

•  Always make two kinds of online 
presence: a professional presence 
for your colleagues and clients 
and a private presence meant for 
socializing. The presence should 
be with some online identity that 
consists of a dummy profi le photo 
and details. 

•  Do not reveal mother’s name or your 
personal tastes, distastes, hobbies, 
which can be used to profi le you and 
segregate you for targeted cyber 
crimes.

•  Don’t ever post your personal memoirs 
like snaps, where you are partying, or 
where you are on vacation. This helps 
to further profi le you.

•  Ensure that your private moments 
or bedroom pictures are not on 
your computers, which are hooked 
to the Internet and specifi cally on 
computers, where you download 
torrents.

•  While in hotel or in changing rooms 
of malls, ensure to check for a two-
way mirror. 

•  Ensure that your Webcam on 
computer is plugged out when not in 
use, and mobile phones with camera 
are kept in reverse direction.
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